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Proposed law provides for Medicaid non medical transportation services. Non emergency covered services are not required
to by scheduled more than 48 hours before the transportation begins. The department shall provide medical transportation
program services on a regional basis through a managed transportation delivery model using managed transportation
organizations and providers that meet certain requirements. The department shall not require a motor vehicle operator to
enroll as a Medicaid provider.
Proposed law provides that the department shall procure managed transportation
organizations under the program through a competitive bidding process for each region.
Proposed law provides for definitions of non medical transportation services, a transportation network company,
transportation vendor, and the medical transportation program.
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EXPENDITURE EXPLANATION

Proposed law is anticipated to result in a significant increase in Medicaid expenditures in FY 20 and future fiscal years as a
result of creating a new service in Medicaid. The net impact depends on the number of individuals that choose the non
medical transportation model proposed under this measure in lieu of the current non emergency medical transportation
services currently authorized under the Medicaid program for transport to non emergency medical services. Based on a
projected 25% shift in utilization from the current non emergency medical transportation program (NEMT) to the new
transportation vendors, a projected net increase in overall utilization of transportation services, and higher rates paid to the
new transportation providers, total new cost to the Medicaid program are estimated to be $26 M. This measure expands
transportation options and services reimbursable by Medicaid by adding a new classification of transportation called “non
medical transportation”. Unlike the state’s current non-emergency medical transportation program (NEMT) that requires
transportation be scheduled no less than 48 hours in advance of the ride, the new service provides the ride is scheduled not
more than 48 hours in advance before the transportation occurs. In addition, the bill allows for use of transportation
network companies for both the current NEMT services and the new non medical transportation services. Information
provided by the department indicates TNC’s are ride sharing companies such as Uber and Lyft, and costs approximately 3
times as much as current ride services currently provided under the Medicaid program.
See page 2 for expenditure illustration
REVENUE EXPLANATION

It is not clear if the new transportation organizations will be carved out of the managed care system. To the extent plans
will contract with such organizations, additional spending is anticipated to be subject to the managed care premium tax, and
would generate additional tax revenues by an indeterminable amount. Carving these transportation services out of
managed care may result in lost premium tax revenue.
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CONTINUED EXPLANATION from page one:

Expenditure explanation: continued.
The additional Medicaid expenditures estimated under this measure are based on the following assumptions and calculations.

1. 1,555,493 NEMT rides paid by Medicaid in FY 18 at a total cost of $50,780,413 (rate of $32.65 per trip)
2. 25% (388,873) utilization shift from NEMT rides to the new non medical transportation rides (transportation network
company (TNC) providers
3. TNC rides costs are three times the costs of current NEMT rides on average (from $32.65 to $97.95 per ride)
4. Utilization net impact: TNC trips will costs $38,090,110 (388,873 rides x $97.95 per ride). NEMT savings of
$12,696,703, for a net transportation costs of $25,393,407
5. Projected 1% utilization increase resulting in an additional 15,555 trips, for a total additional impact of $761,823
(assumes 25% of utilization increase will use TNC’s (3,889 rides at $97.95 per trip, while 75% will use current NEMT
ride services (11,666 rides at $32.65 per trip), for a total 1% utilization increase of $761,823

$50,780,414 - FY 18 NEMT Medicaid spend (current non emergency medical transportation program)
$76,935,644 - Projected spend with 25% utilization shift and 1% utilization increase)
$26,155,230 - Projected increased Medicaid cost under this measure
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